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Applying Science in a Suffering World:
Agriculture, Medicine and Sustainable
Technology

seek collaborations and partnerships with
academia in the developing world. At the end
of the talk we were urged to get involved with
the political side of science.

Next, Dr Mike Clifford gave an energetic talk
entitled Sustainable technology: How to get
down from a yak about the necessity of
understanding the needs of local people and
Those of us interested in the relationship
their resources when you plan any project
between science and Christianity can easily
aimed at assisting the developing world. He
treat the interaction between them in a very
gave several examples of how not to do this
academic way. This is especially the case
(donated medical equipment lacking trained
when much of the coverage given to this
operators, lathes without access to
subject - in the media and our churches - has
materials, etc) and examples of how to do
more to do with ‘proving’ a position on a
this successfully (off-road wheelchairs and
particular issue (such as creation).
how to make down from yak hair…). An
encouraging aspect of Mike’s talk was the
Consequently it was refreshing to see this
year’s conference in London taking a more
practical angle. The Christian message
and gospel are not simply academic, but
are to be lived out, which means that we
need to be informed of the relevant issues.
The conference in London more than
fulfilled this by raising issues that ranged
from those discussed at the very top levels
of politics in Europe, to those of ‘man on
the street’, with reports of projects in the
UK and abroad.
Keith Fox, the current chair of Christians in
Science, welcomed attendees and opened
the conference. The first session was then
chaired by Sam Berry. The first talk, A new
covenant? Science and technology for the
modern world), was by Professor John
Wood of Imperial College, who presented
perspectives into the workings and
dynamics of the top levels of Europe-wide
research strategies and the opportunities
that they present. Professor Wood keenly
presented real examples in which political
mechanisms can work for change. He also
provided encouragement and support for
the average researcher, to help them to
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earlier in the day. It was clear that the topic for the
day would be an important area of ongoing
development; something we can all play a role in.

enthusiastic involvement of his students at
Nottingham University, and the support he
received from a mixture of both Christian and
secular organisations such as Tearfund and
Engineers without Borders.

The conference was concluded by Dr Alan
Storkey, who underlined that many of the issues
Following a short break Professor John Wibberly discussed over the day knew no political or
geographic boundaries. Ending with a call for
from the Royal Agricultural College spoke next,
with Alan Storkey chairing the session. He gave a believers to help set the vision for the future
direction and application of science and
wide ranging talk under the title Agricultural
technology, he reminded us that the Christian
progress for a suffering world, which addressed
gospel does not limit our vision or solutions to
topics that included local UK agriculture, global
those boundaries.
trends and best-practice. Professor Wibberly
reminded us of the thread of responsible
We certainly find fulfillment in the more academic
stewardship for the world that runs through the
Bible, and which includes a special emphasis on aspects of our subjects, but there is also joy to be
had when we see science and technology used
caring for the land. He also commented on the
as the call of our Lord to relieve the suffering of
wider connections between trade, justice,
people and creation. This conference, I believe,
agriculture and the needs of a suffering people.
has helped and equipped those who attended to
Towards the end of his talk he suggested a form
understand and to act on that calling.
of ‘highway code’ for trade and emphasised the
Dr Gavin Merrifield, Co-Chair CiS Edinburgh.
role of the individual in this.
After the lunch break and the CiS Annual General
Meeting, Caroline Berry chaired the third session.
She introduced the fourth speaker of the day,
Professor Chris Lavy, who spoke on If Jesus were
a medical scientist what would he be
researching? He gave a challenging overview on
the distribution of diseases in the world and how
global medical resources are unevenly
distributed. He followed this with a number of
striking examples of how a little time and money
spent on non-hightech medical treatments can
have a disproportionately large impact on health,
especially in parts of the world that are
inaccessible to traditional medical aid. Chris
challenged us to consider whether we could use
our resources and abilities more intentionally in
the care and encouragement of others. He
admitted that this was a personal challenge as he
is a skilled orthopaedic surgeon; a profession with
a high cost per person treated. In the question
and answer session at the end of his talk we were
challenged to consider how we would feel about
dropping our own high standards of health in the
West a little in order to raise them greatly
elsewhere.
We split into smaller discussion groups that were
led by the day’s speakers, before coming
together again for a final panel discussion.
Chaired by Professor Fox, this gave an
opportunity to explore some of the points raised
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Volunteers for Christian Resources
Exhibition
11-14 May 2010 Sandown Park, Esher, Surrey.
We are looking for volunteers to help staff the
stand at the CRE for one or more days. If you
have a flair for engaging and interacting with
people and can spare a day or more over this
period and please contact Perry
(perry@cis.org.uk).

Faraday Institute News Feed
Faraday Institute Staff and Associates receive a
daily newsfeed prepared by their media staff that
list the URLs of current articles, papers etc.,
which are often of personal/academic interest for
those working in the field. A major aim is that
those receiving these newsfeeds should, on
occasion, respond (e.g. by sending a letter to the
press, writing an article for a particular
publication, getting involved in radio/TV
programmes etc.), thereby increasing articles in
the public domain written by those who have the
credentials and background to contribute. In order
to widen the circle of people engaged in public
discourse in this way, the Faraday Institute would
like to make newsfeeds available to any CiS
member who lets Katie Turnbull know at:
kjt39@cam.ac.uk.

INTERVIEW WITH DR LISA GODDARD
1. Tell us what you've been doing until now.
I’m originally from the Caribbean, and I did my
first degree at the University of the West Indies in
Barbados (where I was born). I then came to the
UK to do my PhD at the Department of
Biochemistry in Cambridge. Subsequently I
switched to theology and, after working for
several years in church projects for vulnerable
people, I returned to academia to do my
doctorate in theology at the Centre of the Religion
and Biosciences in Chester. My thesis was a
critique of the selfish interpretation of the natural
world and human nature in the sociobiological
accounts of evolution. It covered a wide span of
subjects including selfish gene theory, memetics,
kin and reciprocal altruism, group theory and
Biblical love. Needless to say it was a long thesis!
My particular passions for working in the area of
science and theology are twofold – firstly, like
many others, I want to engage the current issues
in science with Biblical theology. I particularly
enjoy working with Scriptural texts – I hope not in
a naïve way, but one that shows their relevance
to today. The second is to see the church better
equipped and informed on the many issues within
the science and theology discourse. To this end, I
have been teaching a Science and Theology
module at Spurgeon's Theological College, and
have spoken at other colleges, churches and
even a public library. I have also enjoyed acting
as a consultant for the materials on science and
faith issues that the Faraday Institute has recently
produced for churches.
2. What do you do for fun?
My fun time is rather limited due to a chronic
illness, but I do try to spend my spare moments
on wildlife projects. Along with some friends, I
have turned the nineteenth century graveyard at
the chapel, where my husband is the minister,
into a wildflower meadow. We have plans to
continue to develop the area to include other
wildlife features. I have also converted a sizable
area of my own garden into meadow and am
going to start work on a shrubbery.

3. Who have been the most important role
models in your life?
I can't think of any science teachers or lecturers
who were particularly inspiring but I grew up in
the general enthusiasm of the 1970s when
science held the solution to so many world
issues. I was, and still am, fascinated by the
world that science explores. With regard to my
faith, I have been impressed by the very rational
approach to Christianity in Western society. My
first experience of this was in reading C. S. Lewis'
books when I came to England, but I have, of
course, gone on to read theology. Alongside this,
are the many West Indian women that I have
known who do not have a formally reasoned faith,
but have a profound depth and commitment in
their relationship with God. All have been equally
compelling and influential.
4 What challenges have you come across as a
Christian and a scientist?
Being a Christian meant that I had to think
ethically about science in general, and about my
own research. It was not that I was particularly
unethical but the matter became a lot more
significant when I became a Christian. It was no
longer about my own personal, individual morality
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but about my responsibility before God. Some of
the first issues that I pondered were GM crops
and the use of animals in research. The issue of
evolution has also traversed and impacted my life
in various ways, but that is another story.
5 How has your faith helped you as a scientist
or vice versa?
My scientific background has been a great help to
me in doing theology as it trained my mind to
think clearly and logically. There is also
something very creative and elegant about a well
designed experiment. I would love to emulate
these traits in my own research in the science
and theology dialogue.
My faith, on the other hand, saved me from a
nihilistic atheism. During my undergraduate
years, I regarded science as the supreme
discipline, yet I could not find within it the
meaning that I eventually began to seek after.
This left me committed to science, but also rather
disenchanted with it. My faith has reversed this
over time – delayed, however, by the struggle
over evolution. I was free to enjoy science as it
was no longer a stand-alone and ultimate reality,
but lay within the context of the greater reality of a
Personal God.
6. What science-faith book have you most
enjoyed/found most helpful?
It would have to be Holmes Rolston's Genes,
Genesis and God. This book gave me a new and
fresh perspective which challenged some of the
'darker' aspects in Sociobiology and Evolutionary
Psychology. It is not that I agree with everything
that Rolston says, I don't. Nonetheless, I found
the book refreshing, and he made me begin to
think more deeply, and on subjects that I was
later to pursue in my doctoral studies. On a more
practical level, the most helpful is Ernest Lucas'
Can We Believe Genesis Today? which is a great
aid in resolving the creation-evolution issue, and
is easily readable by nonscientists. I often
recommend it, along with Denis Alexander's book
Creation or Evolution for those who want to dig a
little deeper.

LOCAL GROUP NEWS
If you live somewhere that does not yet have a
local group but you wish it did, please get in
touch with us about how to start a group in your
area. In particular, if you live in the Manchester
or Birmingham areas and would be interested in
joining or helping to organise a local group based
in one of these places please get in touch. Also
people moving on in Cambridge and Glasgow
mean that we are looking for new people to help
these local groups. The South West group are
looking for more people to be involved and in
particular for someone to take on more of a
coordinating role. Finally one or two members in
the east of England have asked about the
possibility of something for those within
commuting distance of the area around
Peterborough. If this would be of interest to you,
please contact Les Batty at les.batty@mac.com.
Please contact our Development Officer, Perry
Enever (perry@cis.org.uk) if you are interested in
any of these.
Meetings:
Bristol:
The inaugural meeting was held on 27th
November at All Saints Church Clifton with the
speaker Professor Andrew Halestrap talking on
scientific perspectives of suffering in creation. For
details of the next event, for general information,
or to be added to the mailing list please contact
Dr Christina Biggs (cmbiggs@googlemail.com).
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November 2009 The Historical Darwin with Prof.
Peter Bowler (School of History & Anthropology,
Queen's University Belfast). For further
CiS-Faraday lectures:
information about future events contact Dr Scott
This termly lecture series on science and religion Peddie, phone 02894 487669, or email
is a continuation of the earlier CiS - St. Edmund's s.peddie@pattersonpeddie.com.
College lecture series. The Dinner-Discussions
held after each lecture are at St. Edmund's
College.
Next Event: Prof Peter Harrison (Oxford
University) Religious Influences in the Founding
of the Royal Society 5.30 pm Thursday 4
February 2010, Queen's Lecture Theatre
Emmanuel College.
Cambridge:

Central South:
The most recent event was held 12th November
2009 with Revd Dr David Wilkinson talking on
God, Time and Eternity. For information of the
next event or to listen to previous talks, visit their
web page http://www.cis.org.uk/groups/centralsouth.
Nottingham:
Durham:
We have been looking at the Test of Faith DVD.
Please contact Dr Alan Roberts
Contact Geoff Bagley at gbagley@ntlworld.com
(a.w.roberts@durham.ac.uk) for details of up and or tel: 0115 9258801 for details of the next
coming activities.
meeting.
Edinburgh:

Oxford:

We will be continuing the Test of Faith study
series in December 2009. The format for the
course is a short film each evening followed by
discussion of the topics raised. It is a great
introduction to the general area of science and
Christianity and is suitable for people with little or
no prior knowledge of the subject. The event will
begin at 7.30pm at Morningside Baptist Church
Morningside Road, EH10 4DB. 15th December Test of Faith Part 3. Contact
neville.cobbe@ed.ac.uk or Gavin
(g.d.merrifield@ed.ac.uk) for more details.

The most recent event was held on Friday 16th
October to celebrate the Year of Astronomy and
the 400th anniversary of Galileo’s first
observations with the telescope. Dr Stan
Rosenberg spoke on Augustine, Galileo and the
Duchess – Augustine’s contribution to
understanding the Bible and science.
For details of the next event or for information
about the Oxford Local Group please contact
Diana Briggs (diana.briggs@gmail.com).
South West:

Harrow:
If you are in the Plymouth area and would like
details of the next meeting please contact
Matthew Frost at email: matfr@mba.ac.uk.

For details of the next meeting please contact
Rev. Lyndon North 07747 638783 or email
revlnorth@aol.com.
Ireland:
The most recent event was held on 30th
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This volume is effectively the proceedings of the
2008 National CiS Conference and of the
Christian Doctrine Group of the Tyndale
We would love to receive your contributions Fellowship last year. It looks at the implications of
news of local group activities, events, new
current scientific understanding on evolution for
books and other activities. Items for the next
evangelical Christians and how we can
PréCiS should be submitted to: Perry Enever,
understand suffering and the Fall in a manner
157 Rough Common Road, Canterbury CT2
consonant with both the revelation of the bible
9BS, perry@cis.org.uk by Friday 15th January and creation.
2010.

SUBMISSIONS FOR NEXT PRÉCIS

NEW BOOK

CALLING ALL STUDENTS

Darwin, Creation and the Fall
Edited by R J Berry and T A Noble
Published by IVP
ISBN 9781844743810

Student conference
We are planning to hold a conference for
undergraduate and postgraduate students on
Saturday 26th of June 2010. More details will be
in the next edition of PréCiS. Please get in touch
with Perry Enever, perry@cis.org.uk, if you have
any ideas or requests for the conference.

RRP £9.99
CiS price £7.50 (including post in the UK)

CALLING ALL EXPERTS
CiS Rapid Response Team:
CiS is periodically approached by the media to
provide comment at short notice on issues which
have a science-faith aspect. We would like to
extend our list of suitably qualified members of
CiS who could be called upon to respond quickly
to these requests. If you are interested in being
part of this team, please contact the Secretary
(secretary@cis.org.uk) or Development Officer
(perry@cis.org.uk) for further information and
enclose a brief synopsis of your area of expertise,
including any experience in dealing with the
media.
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